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This paper sets out to explore the potential of combining a cable net with a fabric, in particular to scale
the concept of flexible formworks to the size of large-span roofs and bridges, especially when applying a
thin coat of concrete or mortar to form a shell structure. By carefully designing the cable net and its
topology, and calculating and controlling the prestressing forces, it is possible to form a wide range of
anticlastic shapes, beyond those of the hyperbolic paraboloid.

A complete workflow for the computational design of a shell shape and its corresponding flexible
formwork are presented as a proof-of-concept for future work. Two prototype shell structures were built
based on this workflow to validate the overall approach, to compare the built geometry with that of the
design model and to identify further challenges when developing and scaling up the concept. In addition,
a comprehensive overview of flexible formworks for anticlastic shells is presented to frame the present
research.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Concrete shell structures, if properly designed and constructed,
are able to cover large spaces at minimal material cost through
efficient membrane action.

However, they are challenging to construct, traditionally
requiring full and generally rigid formworks, which are both mate-
rial- and labor-intensive. The materials are often used only once,
since they are customized for a specific doubly curved geometry.
Due to the amount of work involved, these structures are generally
not competitive in a contemporary building environment where
labor is expensive.

It is possible to reduce the amount of material, especially of the
falsework, by introducing a flexible formwork. In this case, the
shuttering is replaced by a fabric, and the falsework by a cable
net, supported by an external frame at its boundaries. The
challenge is then to design the flexible formwork such that the
resulting shape matches the designed geometry.

After summarizing the wider context and the specific objectives
of this research project, Section 2 presents a review of historical
and recent construction methods for anticlastic (negatively doubly
curved) shell structures with an emphasis on flexible formworks.
This review is intended to illustrate some of the differences
between the combined cable-net and fabric formwork discussed
here and flexible formworks in precedent work. In addition, it is
used to frame some of the design choices made for two built
prototypes. Section 3 presents a complete workflow for the design,
optimization and form finding of these cable-net and fabric-
formed, anticlastic shell prototypes, before discussing their actual
construction in Section 4.
1.1. Context of research project

The workflow and prototype structures, presented in this paper,
are intended to further inform and develop the design of the HiLo
roof. HiLo is a research and innovation unit for NEST demonstrating
ultra-lightweight construction. It is planned as a 16 m � 9 m
duplex penthouse apartment for visiting faculty of Empa and
Eawag. NEST is a flagship project of Empa and Eawag in collabora-
tion with the ETH Domain. It is a dynamic, modular research and
demonstration platform for advanced and innovative building
technologies on the Empa–Eawag campus in Dübendorf, Switzer-
land, to be completed in 2015 (Fig. 1). As a ‘‘future living and work-
ing lab’’, NEST consists of a central backbone and a basic grid to
accommodate exchangeable living and office modules, such as
HiLo, allowing novel materials and components, and innovative
systems to be tested, demonstrated and optimized under
real-world conditions. HiLo is a collaborative effort of the BLOCK
Research Group and the Assistant Professorship of Architecture
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the preliminary design for NEST, with HiLo constructed at
the top corner. �EMPA and Gramazio & Kohler.

Fig. 2. Formwork [5] (top) and current state in 2013 (bottom) of the shell of the
Chivas Distillery Warehouse, now Chivas Central Bottling Hall and despatch
warehouse, Scotland, ca. 1959, by James Waller et al., with 30.5 m spans and
thickness of 6.4 cm. Photo (bottom) courtesy of Chivas Brother Ltd.
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and Sustainable Technologies (SuAT), both at the Institute of Tech-
nology in Architecture, ETH Zurich, joined by Supermanoeuvre in
Sydney as well as Zwarts & Jansma Architects (ZJA) in Amsterdam.

HiLo introduces several innovations, and this paper relates in
particular to the development of a reusable and lightweight
cable-net and fabric formwork system to construct the anticlastic,
thin shell roof, with no internal falsework. Van Mele and Block
[1,2] presented a method for finding the distribution of forces
required in such a cable-net or membrane formwork to obtain a
particular shape, after it has been loaded with concrete. This con-
trol allows a range of pre-defined, non-analytical, anticlastic
shapes to be designed and constructed, thus offering room for
shape optimization. In 2010, the first author provided consultancy
to ZJA for a competition to design an interstate wildlife crossing. In
this context, ZJA proposed to use a cable-net supported fabric to
push the concept of a flexible formwork to the scale of long-span
bridges emphasizing its qualities and constructional advantages
[3]. The present paper is a continuation of these earlier ideas.

1.2. Objectives

The objectives of this paper are twofold. First, to establish, as a
proof of concept, a complete workflow for the structural design of
an anticlastic thin concrete shell taking into account the fabrica-
tion constraints of a hybrid cable-net and fabric formwork. Second,
to construct prototype shells based on this workflow in order to
identify challenges in both computational and constructional
aspects. The results of this paper are then used to inform future
research and development of the workflow and construction
method for full-scale structures in general, and the roof structure
of HiLo in particular.

2. Historical overview of related work

The innovations in this and future work are rooted in the longer
history of using (prestressed) fabrics as a flexible formwork to
construct thin-shell concrete structures. This section serves as a
first comprehensive overview of flexible formworks for anticlastic
shells. The overview is meant to frame the present research and
highlight some of the similarities and differences with our partic-
ular approach.

2.1. Fabric-formed shells

The British engineer, James Hardress de Warenne Waller
(1884–1968), was the first to apply fabrics to the construction of
thin shells. He developed the ‘Ctesiphon’ system, which started
from reusable, lightweight falsework arches, made of steel or
timber, catenary in profile, and placed in parallel. A slightly
prestressed hessian fabric was tacked to the arches and, under
the weight of the applied cement mortar, sagged in between the
falsework arches to form corrugations, acting as a lost formwork.
The thickness of the first thin coat of cement, the prestress in the
fabric and the spacing between the arches would determine
the depth of the corrugations, and thus the stiffness of the shell.
The system was competitive as it reduced the cost of molds and
scaffolding, and required no skilled labor [4].

Waller patented a specific system in 1955 for spans of up to
150 m using prefabricated, external trussed arches from which to
suspend the fabric. By the end of the 1970s, the Ctesiphon system
had been used around the world for the construction of over 500
shell structures. Two of Waller’s last and largest were the Chivas
Distillery Warehouses in Paisley, Scotland. The two structures,
100 ft (30.5 m) and 150 ft (45.7 m) long, each featuring three
100 ft (30.5 m) spans, have a thickness of 2.5 in. (6.4 cm), with
the fabric spanning 2.54 m between the arches [5] (Fig. 2). The suc-
cess of the system was partially attributed to the rising demand for
unobstructed covered spaces with increased clearances in addition
to global shortages at the time of the ‘‘modern wonder material,
steel’’, as well as timber [6].

The renowned shell builder Félix Candela Outeriño (1910–
1997) used the Ctesiphon system for his first shell, an experimental
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vault with a 6m span in San Bartolo, Mexico City and again for a
rural school near Victoria, Tamaulipas in 1951 [7].
2.2. Hyperbolic paraboloid shells

After that, Candela moved on to geometries based on the hyper-
bolic paraboloid (hypar). This is a ruled shape, meaning that
Fig. 3. Falsework (top) and current state in 2008 (bottom) of the shell of the Chapel
Lomas de Cuernavaca, Mexico, 1958, by Félix Candela et al. It has a minimum 18 m
span and thickness of 4 cm. Photos (top) �Princeton University Library and
(bottom) �Eduardo Alarcón.

Fig. 4. Latex-modified concrete hypar roofs by TSC Global, Port-au-Prince, Haiti, 2011. Ph
2.0).
although it is doubly curved, it can be described by straight
elements. This presented a uniquely efficient way of constructing
shuttering made from straight, reusable timber planks (Fig. 3).
Although both this and the Ctesiphon system were ingenious
construction systems at the time, their disappearance from prac-
tice is most likely related to the general decline of shell building.
The rising cost of labor and declining price of steel, made shell
building less attractive.

Alternative structural systems to cover large spaces became
available through the development of steel and timber gridshells,
and more importantly of tensioned membrane structures. In the
latter case, the membrane is the structure itself, requiring no
formwork and falsework. These systems became possible through
the increasing quality, strength and affordability of coated polymer
fabrics. At the same time, these fabrics gave rise to new opportuni-
ties for fabric-formed concrete [8] and the present method.

2.3. Fabric-formed hypars

An alternative to Candela’s system of forming the surface of a
hypar is to prestress a fabric, similar to Waller’s system. In this
way, no heavy timber shuttering and no falsework at all are needed
to carry the surface of the shell, as all loads from the fresh concrete
are transferred to the boundaries. Such a system was pioneered
and patented by Joseph A. Kersavage in the 1970s at the University
of Tennessee. Using strips of insect, plastic or metal screen, and
later fabric, a hypar surface was formed, which was then bonded
by applying a semi-rigid material such as acrylic plastic (Fig. 4a)
[9], or by brushing or spraying a mix of latex, cement and sand
to a thickness of only 1 cm [10,11]. The formwork system was
developed further in collaboration with George Nez and Albert
Knott, starting with a 1977 storage building roof consisting of four
hypars for the Rocky Mountain Park, and resulting in several other
roof structures in the USA. This ultimately led to the successful
application of the system in about 20 projects in developed and
mostly developing countries, most of which feature arrangements
of several hypar shells (Figs. 4b and c). Like Waller’s Ctesiphon sys-
tem, their solution requires low- to unskilled labor with little or no
supervision. These roofs have attracted some recent academic
interest, investigating the seismic behavior of these structures
[12], and the properties of the latex-modified concrete [13].

2.4. Recent fabric-formed anticlastic shells

In 2006, several experiments at Eindhoven University of
Technology were intended to demonstrate a proposed construction
otos (b and c) by Stephen Riley, TSC Global (Creative Commons License CC-BY-NC-SA
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method using fabric and shotcrete. A 7 m high, 2.5 m wide proto-
type with a thickness of 7 cm was constructed (Fig. 5a). The project
concluded that the construction method would be feasible in a
developed country, but that the surface could have deviations as
a result of the application of shotcrete, up to several centimeters
[14]. A follow-up feasibility report showed an additional experi-
ment replacing the fabric by a stiffer metal mesh to resolve the
issue of form control, and mentioned the use of a cable net with
rebar for the actual proposed construction method [15].

By 2009, the Centre for Architectural Structures and Technol-
ogy, or CAST, at the University of Manitoba, Canada, had under-
taken several experiments in small- to fullscale fabric formed
shell elements; single curved, synclastic and anticlastic shapes,
many with local wrinkles corrugating the surface [16].

At the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, a series of ten prototypes were
constructed from a prestressed fabric using shotcrete [17,18]. The
final shell had a thickness of 5 cm and a 2 m span (Fig. 5b). After
applying the shotcrete, the deformed shape was calculated and
compared to a numerical model, but for the ten shells, deviations
from the expected deflections were measured ranging between
5% and 58%, to more than 100% for non-coated fabrics. These errors
were attributed to ‘‘slip at the fixation points, and the dynamic
effects of the shotcreting’’.

Yet another independent physical experiment was carried out
at the University of Edinburgh, as part of a student project, to
investigate constructional aspects of the fabric forming of a hypar
shell [19]. The work is unpublished at present, but briefly shown by
Brennan et al. [20] (Fig. 5c).
2.5. Discrete flexible formworks

An alternative tensile formwork system is to replace the fabric
by discrete elements, such as the system briefly shown by De
Bolster et al. [21] in the context of hypar shells. This reusable
and reconfigurable ‘cable net’ was proposed by Mollaert and
Hebbelinck [22] and was in fact constructed as a network of edge
chains and adjustable belts. The network was covered with EPS
tiles before applying a fiber-reinforced mineral polymer on either
side (unpublished work by Sven Hebbelinck).

A similar, older system is the ‘‘offset wire method’’ (OWM),
developed by Waling and Greszczuk [23] at Purdue University,
Indiana, USA. The method used two layers of wires to sandwich a
layer of EPS tiles on top of which concrete could be cast. This gen-
erated a hypar shell, whilst avoiding the need for ‘‘a forest of
falsework’’.

After building a 37 7/8 in. (1 m) square small-scale model, they
proceeded with a large-scale 20 ft (6.1 m) square laboratory model
with a rise of 7 ft (2.1 m). The shell had 3 in. (7.6 cm) thick EPS
designed for a 2 in. (5.1 cm) thick concrete cover, deviating by
2.7 in. (69 mm) from a true hypar at its center. A coating of mortar
reduced deflections to 0.43 in. (11 mm), but showed cracking
Fig. 5. Recent hypar shells u
above 80% of the applied load. The wires, spaced 12 in. (30.5 cm),
and prestressed up to 600 lb (2.7 kN) using ‘‘standard prestressing
equipment’’ [23].

As a result of these experiments, two 64 ft (19.5 m) square
buildings were soon successfully completed; the Bay Refining
Gas Station and Carwash in Midland, Michigan [24], and the club-
house at the Purdue Golf Course in West Lafayette, Indiana [25]
(demolished in the mid-1990s), both an assembly of four hypars
(Fig. 6). The Purdue shell had two layers of 0.135 in. (3.4 mm)
wires, 6 ft (1.8 m) offset from the straight line generators. The
bottom wires were spaced 12 in. (30 cm) apart, the top layer
24 in. (60 cm) apart. The shell used 3 in. thick EPS foam, a 0.5 in.
stiffening mortar, a 3 in. concrete cover and traditional rebar,
16.5 cm in total.
3. Methodology

To fully realize the structural efficiency of a flexibly formed
shell, it is crucial to both design an optimal shell within the pro-
ject’s constraints and to control the cable forces such that its form,
despite the formwork’s flexibility and the weight of the wet con-
crete, is in the end exactly as required. A computational approach
to realize this goal was developed and is explained in this section
in more detail. The procedure is shown in Fig. 7, and consists of
eight steps:

1. establishing the boundary conditions (Section 3.1) and tar-
get shape of the shell (Section 3.2);

2. generating a cable-net topology and mapping it onto the
surface (Section 3.3);

3. patterning of the surface for the fabric (Section 3.4);
4. computing the nodal target loads based on the target shape

and thickness (Section 3.5);
5. best-fit optimization of the cable forces under load in the

final state (Section 3.6);
6. materialization of the cables (Section 3.7);
7. determination of the cable forces prior to casting through

static analysis of the unloaded cable net (Section 3.8); and
8. design of the external frame that ensures the chosen

boundary conditions (Section 4.1).

Calculations for loading cases other than the design loading
(self-weight of the formwork and concrete) need to be carried
out afterwards to further check the design, although they could
potentially be integrated in step 1 for the shell and step 7 for the
cable net.

3.1. Boundary conditions and initial shape

As a starting point, the boundary conditions and initial shape of
our shell are based on a ‘simple’ hyperbolic paraboloid (hypar)
sing flexible formwork.



Fig. 6. Laboratory model, formwork and completed state of the Purdue Golf
Clubhouse, Indiana, USA, ca. 1962, by J.L. Waling et al., has a minimum 13.8 m span
and 8.9 cm (structural) thickness. Reprinted with permission from [25] by the
National Academy of Sciences. Courtesy of National Academies Press, Washington,
D.C.

Fig. 7. Outline of the computational procedure (* indicates iterative procedure; the
target shape can be iteratively determined or given by the designer).

1.2m

1.8m

1.8m

Fig. 8. Boundary conditions and NURBS control points, allowed to move vertically
within the bounding box while maintaining anticlasticity.

Fig. 9. FE mesh with TRIC-elements and support restraints.
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with a square plan, with the bounding box measuring
w� b� h ¼ 1:8 m� 1:8 m� 1:2 m (Fig. 8) and a thickness of
between 1.5 and 2.5 cm (to be determined). For a set of given
x- and y-coordinates, the heightfield of the hypar is described by
z ¼ c
y2

b2 �
x2

a2

� �

where a; b, and c are parameters determining the shape. For a
symmetric hypar with straight edges within our bounding box,
a ¼ b ¼ 1 and c ¼ h=w2 ¼ 1:2=1:82 ¼ 10=27. In the rest of our
design process, these straight boundaries are kept fixed, for simplic-
ity of our initial prototypes.

Eventually, when the shell has cured and the formwork is
removed, the lower supports each have four constraints; three
translations and one rotation (Fig. 9). The shell has no edge beams
and (approximately) uniform thickness. For single or arrangements
of four hypars, reducing or entirely removing any edge beam (pos-
sibly thickening the shell at the supports) decreases overall shell
bending [26,27]. Although maximum displacements may increase,
they are not significant compared to serviceability limits.
3.2. Target shape

Although some of the thinnest known shell structures are
hypars, very slight improvements to their geometry can drastically
improve their structural behavior [28]. However, their formwork
can then no longer be described by straight elements, whereas a
flexible formwork can accommodate these changes as long as the
shape remains anticlastic. Subject to this condition, the target
shape for the cable net can be any given shape. In this case, as part
of our conceptual design process, structural shape optimization is
applied. Our objective is to minimize the maximum deflection
and thus optimize the stiffness.

Research at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, subsequent to that of
Cauberg et al. [17], described the form finding of such flexibly
formed, anticlastic shells using FDM [29] and DR [30], both
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modelling them as discrete networks under a given selfweight of
the concrete. A set of two force densities (corresponding to the
two orthogonal directions) or a (fictitious) elastic stiffness (identi-
cal for all links) were varied to obtain a shape that fitted some spa-
tial requirements of the designer. Guldentops et al. [29] also
compared such a form to that of a hypar of similar (but not identi-
cal) size and boundary conditions, showing deflections to be lower.
However, to reduce deflections even more, we apply shape optimi-
zation instead of form finding.

Bletzinger et al. [31] suggested to use a form-finding method as
a shape generator for structural optimization by varying the loads
(distribution of selfweight). However, compared to varying
geometric parameters (e.g. control points of the surface), they
demonstrate that results are less optimal (for uniform thickness),
since the degrees of freedom are reduced. This leads us to choose
a geometric parameterization, using a NURBS surface, for the time
being (Fig. 8). The control points of the NURBS surface are allowed
to move vertically within the bounding box of our boundary condi-
tions, such that the resulting geometry never becomes synclastic.
The shape is optimized using a genetic algorithm by varying the
control points [32].

When optimizing a shape to achieve the lowest maximum
deflection (serviceability limit state), with self-weight as design
loading, we expect the material to stay within its elastic range.
Therefore, as long as no stress limits are exceeded, we can apply a
linear elastic model. Since the present project uses a custom
concrete mix design, and does not include material testing, optimi-
zation is carried out for the probable limits of linear elastic stiffness.
Based on Eurocode strength classes, from regular C25/30 to high-
strength C90/105, the linear elastic stiffness E of the concrete might
vary between 31 GPa and 44 GPa. The results show that the stiff-
ness, within this range, does not significantly influence the shape.
The model’s thickness is designed to be in the range of 1.5–
2.5 cm, so we optimize for both of these limits as well (Table 1).

In summary, we minimize the maximum deflection by varying
the vertical position of the four control points within the bounding
box of the boundary conditions. The problem is not subject to any
other constraints, since displacements are very low and additional
load cases are not considered at this stage.

The FE software used (see Section 3.9) provides one type of shell
element, that is described as being similar to the TRIC-element
[33], which already produces accurate results for doubly curved
geometries at coarse meshes, avoids any shear locking [34] and
neglects transverse shear deformation [35] meaning that it applies
to thin shells.

Table 1 shows the results from optimization compared to the
initial hypar. We observe that the relative reduction in deflections
increases with shell thickness, and thus the influence of flexural
behavior. The shape for the lower bound uniform thickness of
1.5cm is chosen for further development (Fig. 9).

3.3. Cable-net topology design

The next step, having settled on the required shape of the shell,
is to map a cable net onto the surface that serves as the main
Table 1
Results (height at midspan) and fitness (max. deflection at the tips) of shape
optimization, identical for C25/30 and C90/105.

Thickness
(cm)

Height at midspan
(cm)

Deflection at tips
(mm)

Hypar 1.5 60 0.079
Optimized 1.5 62 0.078
Hypar 2.5 60 0.040
Optimized 2.5 78 0.037
load-bearing and shape-defining part of our flexible formwork sys-
tem. Several criteria govern the design of the cable-net topology:

� The valency of the cable net should generally be even to allow,
for practical reasons, continuous cables up to the boundaries.
� Continuous cables should terminate at the boundaries to allow

for more convenient prestressing (and thus control) throughout,
rather than loop within the mesh.
� Continuous cables should follow principal curvatures of the

surface to reduce the amount of prestressing required, as the
cables’ load capacity is proportional to prestress and curvature.
� Continuous cables should have as low geodesic curvature as

possible, if they are to serve as guides or seam lines for second-
ary fabric strips or cutting patterns (thus reducing material
waste).
� The density of the mesh should be fine enough such that the

demands on the secondary fabric are low (in terms of strength,
prestressing and patterning requirements).
� The density of the mesh should be coarse enough, such that the

total length of cable, the number of intersections and the
amount of prestressing work (thus material and labor cost)
are reduced.

Given these considerations, we start by roughly orienting a
quad mesh along the lines of principal curvature (Fig. 10a). The
end points are used to plot geodesics along the surface of the shell,
corresponding well with principal curvature (Fig. 10b). Then, the
end points are moved to optimize the mesh width (Fig. 10c). The
objective is to reduce the standard deviation of the mesh width.
By moving the end points, the total number of nodes along the
boundary increases, but in terms of construction, this simplifies
matters, since at each point, only one cable now terminates. We
set our mesh width at approximately 20 cm with a 30 cm upper
limit. Table 2 shows the result of the manual optimization.
3.4. Cutting patterns

As discussed, aligning the seam lines of cutting patterns along
geodesics minimizes waste. The cables, already geodesic, are cho-
sen as seam lines, and the surface in between is unrolled using
an area-preserving approach. The surface is subdivided, triangu-
lated and flattened. The degree of subdivision is increased until
the difference between surface areas of the flattened pattern and
the original doubly curved surface are within a certain tolerance,
in our case 0.01 m2 (Fig. 11).
Fig. 10. Optimization of the cable-net geometry.

Table 2
Mean, minimum and maximum mesh width, and standard deviation, in (cm).

Mean Min. Max. St. dev.

Initial 21 15 28 4
Optimized 23 18 26 2



Fig. 11. Cutting patterns, cut along cable lines, used for the fabric shuttering and
the textile reinforcement of the second prototype.
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Of the two directions in the net, the standing cables are chosen
for the seams, such that the fabric strips can simply be placed over
the cable net without the possibility of sliding down. The patterns
are designed to skip every other cable, to compare the effect on the
concrete imprint. For engineered membrane structures, the cutting
patterns are shrunk to compensate for the prestress, such that the
resulting surface is properly tensioned and smooth. In our case, for
simplicity of construction and aesthetic reasons, the patterns are
not compensated, such that the unstrained fabric sags between
the cables once the concrete is applied.
3.5. Target loads

To determine the forces in the cable net, we first calculate the
target loads on the nodes of the net as an approximation of our
target shape. Each load is assumed to be the tributary area of a cor-
responding node in the net, extruded by the average thickness of
the shell. Although the shape is optimized for 1.5 cm, the thickness
for the load calculation is changed to 2.5 cm to accommodate the
expected sag of the fabric. This means the additional thickness is
assumed to act as dead load, but not contribute structurally to
the shell. First, the Voronoi diagram of the projected cable-net
nodes is determined. The cells are projected onto the target sur-
face, planarized and then extruded normal to the surface by the
assumed thickness. The density is set to 24 kN/m2.
302 1214  [N] 117 364  [N] 95 274  [N]806 216 193

Fig. 12. Cable forces after casting from best-fit optimization, where aligning with
principal curvatures reduces the required prestress.
3.6. Best-fit optimization

We wish to find the required cable-net forces such that, under
given loads of the wet concrete, the resulting concrete shell takes
the form of the target shape. As mentioned, this problem has
already been addressed and solved by the second author through
a non-linear extension of thrust network analysis (TNA) [2]. This
approach used the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm (LMA) as a
least-squares solver, which interpolates between the Gauss–
Newton algorithm (GNA) and the method of gradient descent. For
the sake of comparison (see Section 5), non-linear extension of the
force density method (FDM) [36,37] is implemented and adapted
to our problem. The approach uses GNA as a least-squares solver.

The goal is to minimize changes in coordinates DxN; DyN; DzN

and force densities Dq, such that the coordinates x; y; z approach
the target shape, while satisfying static equilibrium. The results are
the force densities q or forces f required after casting of the
concrete.

Using a branch-node matrix C to describe the topology of the
cable-net of m cable segments and n nodes, the coordinate differ-
ences for all m cable links are u ¼ Cx; v ¼ Cy, and w ¼ Cz [38].
The branch-node matrix and the coordinate vectors are split in
two based on the n ¼ nN þ nF free and fixed nodes:
C ¼ ½CN CF �; x ¼ ½xN xF �, y ¼ ½ yN yF � and z ¼ ½ zN zF �. We
can define static equilibrium in each direction as

CT
NUq ¼ DNxN þ DFxF ¼ 0 ð1Þ

CT
NVq ¼ DNyN þ DFyF ¼ 0 ð2Þ

CT
NWq� p ¼ DNzN þ DFzF � p ¼ 0 ð3Þ

where, to simplify notation, DN ¼ CT
NQCN and DF ¼ CT

NQCF. The
matrices U; V; W and Q are the diagonal matrices of vectors
u; v; w and q.

This is rewritten as a single system

Aq� �p ¼ DN�xN þ DF�xF � �p ¼ 0 ð4Þ

where DN and DF are block diagonal matrices, and remaining vec-
tors and matrices are vertically stacked.

We linearize Eq. (4) with respect to the unknowns q and �xN and
obtain [39]:

DN kA
� � D�xN

Dq

� �
¼ �p� A0q0 ð5Þ

where weighting factor k was set to 10 in our case. This is an under-
determined system of equations, since the left-hand side matrix is
3nN � ð3nN þmÞ. Such a system can be solved with a least-squares
solver such as GNA. In each iteration i, one sets qiþ1 ¼ qi þ Dq, then
updates DN as well as the residuals, and repeats the iteration until
convergence is reached, in our case if kD�xNk < � ¼ 0:001, occurring
after 707 iterations (22 s). Upon convergence, the required pre-
stresses under the load of the fresh concrete can be calculated by
simply multiplying the force densities with the lengths of the cable
links.

Fig. 12 shows the results for an orthogonal net, one based on
OWM (see Section 2.5) and one aligning with principal curvatures,
each mapped onto our target surface. Note that the first cable net
would have infinite forces on a hypar, but for the optimized shape
has a slight curvature, allowing us to find a solution.
3.7. Materialization

Having determined the forces after casting in Section 3.6, we
wish to know the forces prior to casting in order to construct and
prestress our formwork. To do so, we materialize and dimension
the cable net. The smallest steel cable available to us is 2 mm INOX
with a tensile strength of 3.7 kN. This is well above the maximum
tensile stress after casting (factor of 13.5). The stiffness of our cable
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is not specified by the manufacturer, but presumably it is
E ¼ 195 N=mm2 based on the relevant German DIN-norm.

So, having chosen a material and cross-section, with an axial
stiffness EA ¼ 195p, the initial lengths l0 can directly be computed
from the forces f and lengths l in the final state [40]:

l0 ¼ Iþ ðEAÞ�1F
� 	�1

l ð6Þ

where I is an identity matrix of size m, and EA and F are diagonal
matrices of all stiffnesses EA and the forces f respectively.

3.8. Static analysis

From the final state geometry, and the newly given stiffnesses
and resulting initial lengths, it is now possible to compute the
intermediate geometry and forces prior to casting. In that situation,
the fresh concrete has not been applied yet, so assuming the
selfweight of the formwork to be negligible compared to the pre-
stresses, we simply remove the loads when computing the residual
forces and attempt to find a new equilibrium shape. This FE
analysis is performed using dynamic relaxation [41] (this method
is well-known as a form-finding method, but here we used real
material values, making it equivalent to FE analysis with a
particular type of element and solver).

After dynamic relaxation, we obtain new lengths and recom-
pute the forces. The cables were dimensioned for the forces after
casting and Fig. 13 shows that, as expected, the range of forces
has decreased for the unloaded state.

3.9. Implementation

The procedure, outlined in Fig. 7, was implemented in
Grasshopper for Rhinoceros, using its built-in Galapagos
components for the genetic algorithm, plug-ins Karamba to
evaluate deflections, and Kangaroo for the dynamic relaxation. In
addition, custom Python components were written in IronPython,
using the NumPy library. NumPy functions used were
numpy.linalg.inv (which uses Lapack’s subroutine DGESV, based
on LU factorization), to solve linear systems such as in Eq. (6), and
numpy.linalg.lstsq (which uses Lapack’s subroutine DGELSD)
to solve the least squares problem in Eq. (5) using singular value
decomposition (SVD). Because NumPy algorithms for sparse
95 274  [N] 151 211  [N]

Fig. 13. Cable forces after and before casting. The range of prestress is smaller in the
latter state.
matrices are not implemented in IronPython, the ALGLIB library
for IronPython was later used to solve sparse least squares prob-
lems with xalglib.linlsqrsolvesparse, based on the LSQR
algorithm. Unrolling of the surface to create cutting patterns was
achieved by adapting a Grasshopper definition by Andrew
Heumann.

4. Results

Based on the computational approach presented in the previous
section, two prototype shells were built as a proof-of-concept.

4.1. External frame

A timber frame was built to follow the boundaries of the shell
and resist the applied prestresses, using 9 cm square fir elements
(Fig. 14). The frame was designed such that the upper part would
be removable for demolding, whilst the lower part would support
the two bottom corners of the hypar. A tension tie connected the
two bottom corners to resist the horizontal thrust from the shell.
Because the frame edges might deflect due to bending in the order
of 1 mm (based on calculations), it was decided during construc-
tion to add an additional timber cross, connecting the midpoints
of the frame edges (see Fig. 14, right) and a top member for the sec-
ond prototype (to allow access for measurements).

4.2. Cable net and prestress

The cable net was made from 2 mm stainless steel cable. Cables
were guided through the timber frame along cringles, terminating
at eyebolts using crimp sleeves. For the first prototype, nodes were
fixed by winding a piece of wire around the intersecting cables. For
the second, cross clamps were used instead (Fig. 15), which also
served as measuring points for photogrammetry.

At one end of each of the twenty cables, a turnbuckle was used
to introduce prestress. The prestressing was controlled by measur-
ing the lengths of the cable segments during prestressing, attempt-
ing to approach the digital model as closely as possible.
Prestressing was then further refined by measuring and checking
the forces in several cable segments. In the first prototype, this
was done by measuring the elongation of springs at twenty loca-
tions inside the net. For the second prototype, a portable cable ten-
sion meter was used instead, allowing more measurements of
higher accuracy.

4.3. Fabric

The first fabric was a PP geotextile, Propex 60-7041, with a ten-
sile strength of 42 kN/m, and a 5.2 m roll width. The geotextile was
chosen purely for its similarity to the North American Propex
315ST, used by Prof. Mark West in many of his experiments at
C.A.S.T. It is very similar in weight, strength and hydraulic
properties.
Fig. 14. Design and photo of the first prototype, with a cross added in the as-built
frame.



Fig. 15. Construction of the second prototype (clockwise from top left): turnbuck-
les, stitched seam, surface after casting, final result, corner support detail, and node
with cross clamp.
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The second fabric was a PP Proserve F0899 with a tensile
strength of 54–60 kN/m, and 3.6 m roll width, used for underwater
fabric formworks. The fabrics were tacked onto the timber frame.
The second fabric was also clamped to the frame with an additional
timber profile to control the edge geometry.
Fig. 17. Construction of the first formwork and shell.

Table 3
4.4. Concrete

After prestressing the net, the fabric was applied and a 0.9–
2.9 cm (average ca. 2.4 cm, see Fig. 16) thick layer PVA fiber rein-
forced cement mortar was hand-rendered on top. The second shell
was cast while continuously measuring the thickness for better
control, by distributing the concrete accordingly. It was also fitted
with an additional layer of AR-glass textile reinforcement. The mix
design and choice of fiber reinforcement was adapted from Máca
et al. [42] based on further discussion and availability of materials
Fig. 16. Diagram of varying shell thickness for the first prototype due to
undulations between cables (not to scale).
at our concrete lab. The mix design was not the focus of our present
research, so the only criteria were to obtain a mixture with high
slump, resistance to shrinkage cracking and tensile capacity. The
proportions by weight were:

� 1 kg cement (Holcim Normo 5R, CEM I 52.5).
� 0.1 kg microsilica (Elkem Grade 971-U).
� 0.7 kg fine sand/aggregate (0/4 mm).
� 0.015 kg PVA fibers (Kuralon K-II 6/12 mm).
� 0.24 l water.
� 0.010–0.015 l plasticizer (BASF Glenium ACE 30).
� 0.015 kg stabilizer (Sika 4R).

4.5. Construction

Construction of the first prototype took place in April, 2013
(Fig. 17). The second prototype was cast in February, 2014. Apart
from the initial woodwork, it involved only unskilled labor. The
various activities are summarized in Table 3.
4.6. Cost estimation

Table 4 shows the materials and their costs for the first proto-
type formwork. The cost of the formwork is CHF 527.79, or CHF
162.90 per plan square meter with nearly 60% due to the timber
frame. We expect that the relative cost will go down at larger
Labor involved in constructing , and adapting and reconstructing the formwork.

Activity Prototype 1 (hours) Prototype 2 (hours)

Woodwork 8 1
Carpentry 39 15
Installation 34 32
Prestressing 12 14
Patterning 8 5
Concreting 22 14

Total 123 81



Table 4
List of materials, quantities and cost in CHF for the first formwork.

Component Type Qty. Cost per unit Total excl. Total cost

Timber 100 � 100 fir 25 m 11.50 287.50 310.50

Fabric Propex 60-7041 9 m2 0.71 6.39 7.60
Tacks 1.8 � 20 mm 0.5 kg 26.10 13.05

Cable INOX V4a 2.0 mm 100 m 0.52 52.29 58.10
Wire Steel wire 1 mm 12.00 12.96
Cringle 6 mm 60 0.62 37.26 40.24
Turnbuckle M5 20 2.00 40.00 43.20
Crimp sleeve 2 mm 60 0.09 5.49 5.93
Quick link 4 mm 40 0.56 22.32 24.11
Eye screw M6 � 40 20 0.56 11.20 12.10

Total 527.79
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spans, where the ratio of surface to edge is higher, and for multiple
use, since much of the first prototype was reused for the second.

4.7. Measurements and accuracy

After the first shell had hardened, thirteen measurements were
taken at nodes of the cable net to see how much the actual proto-
type deviated from the computer model. Measurements using
ruler and laser level revealed an average deviation l ¼ 22 mm
with a standard deviation of r ¼ 1 mm. The second shell was made
to improve the method of measuring forces and geometry as the
main source of error. Forces were measured using a Tensitron
ACX-250-M portable cable tension meter, while photogrammetry
was used to register nodal positions. The cable net was loaded
using weights of sand equivalent to the nodal loads in the com-
puter model. This also meant that the cables remained accessible
in the loaded state, allowing measurements of forces. The resulting
Fig. 18. Sequence of differences from desig

Table 5
Comparison of deformations and deviations, relative to the span, in flexible formworks.

Ref. Surface Eq. thickness in
concrete (cm)

Span s (m)

[23] Cable + EPS-foam 3.5 1.4
Cable + EPS-foam + mortar 4.0 8.6

4.6 8.6
[17] Coated PP, PE, PVC 3.6–5.0 2

Uncoated PP, PE, PVC
[Present paper] Cable + uncoated PP 2.4 2.55

Cable + uncoated PP 1.5
average deviation from the target surface l ¼ 2:0 mm with a
standard deviation of r ¼ 1:5 mm.

Table 5 and Fig. 18 show an overview of our two as well as
precedent prototypes for which data was published. Here the total
difference between design model and final loaded state are
compared, where the difference is the sum of deformations due
to loading and deviations between theoretical and physical model.
The proposed design procedure accounts for the final loaded state
of the formwork, so the second prototype is particularly accurate
by comparison. In general, good results were obtained in each
study, considering the inherent flexibility of these formworks.

5. Discussion

A historical investigation yielded a large number of precedents
of flexibly formed, anticlastic shell structures. A recurring topic
among these works is the lack of control of deviations. Based on
n model to final built state for Table 5.

Plan (m) Deformation d due
to loading (mm)

Deviation D from
theoretical (mm)

Rel. difference
dþD

s (‰)

1 � 1 18 5 16
6.1 � 6.1 69 13 8.0
6.1 � 6.1 11 13 2.8
2 � 2 15 0.75–8.7 (5–58%) 7.9–11.9

P15 (P100%) P15
1.8 � 1.8 N/A 22 8.7

2 0.8
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this historical overview and our own study, possible strategies to
improve accuracy are:

� to reduce the applied loading by layering and curing the shell in
stages, thereby creating a partially or entirely self-supporting
structure as soon as possible;
� to increase the stiffness of the material (e.g. coated instead of

uncoated fabrics, cable nets) and/or the prestress such that
the formwork is less sensitive to inaccuracies of the applied
load;
� to design for the loaded state to exclude deformations from the

final comparison; and
� to accurately measure and correct the required prestresses.

Our approach is based on the latter three: a cable net for which
we calculate the prestresses required in the final state, then mea-
sure and control the prestresses required in the initial state. In this
paper, we adapted a non-linear FDM for the calculation of the final
state. Its convergence was slow, but satisfactory for the present
model. However, some preliminary numerical experiments with
more complicated shapes have shown that non-linear FDM tends
to diverge, making it unsuitable for future work in its current form.
In the method by Van Mele and Block [2] convergence is vastly
improved by reducing and controlling the amount of unknowns:
first by solving vertical equilibrium separately, and second by iden-
tifying mi independent sets of the m unknown force densities. In
other words, the amount of unknowns decreases from 3nþm to
nþmi, where mi 6 m, and n are the number of free nodes.

In further work, the objective will be to scale up the construc-
tion method.

In terms of computation, thickness in addition to shape optimi-
zation will be included as well as stress constraints when checking
for multiple load cases based on Swiss building code and wind
modelling. The material model will be updated based on results
from material testing of the textile and fiber reinforced concrete.

In terms of construction, the timber frame and turnbuckles will
be replaced by steel and jacks. Development of the steel details and
prestressing strategy will be an important focus. Partially leaving
the frame as a permanent edge beam will be evaluated, depending
on results from shape and thickness optimization, as well as based
on non-structural considerations.

Finally, the full-scale project will serve as an enclosure, and
therefore integrating the structural shell with building systems
and insulation while retaining its thinness is another important
aspect of the overall design.

6. Conclusions

The field of fabric formwork represents over a century of
exciting inventions and discoveries, yet provides many opportuni-
ties still. A historical overview of flexibly formed shell structures
and prototypes, often hypars, has been presented, many of which
were constructed with comparable goals to the present work. Our
proposed solution has been developed to allow large-span form-
works with little or no falsework and enable a wider range of anti-
clastic shapes than those possible through traditional means.

The first prototype presented here is the first cable-net and
fabric formwork, and an important step towards a new cable-net
and fabric formed roof to be built in Switzerland. Our main
contribution is a complete computational design workflow for
the prototype shell and its required formwork.

This includes

� the formulation of design criteria for the cable net and its
topology;
� the concept of calculating prestresses in the final state, and
materializing before finally calculating prestresses prior to
casting;
� the design and construction of two prototypes with a discussion

on their accuracy.

It is clear that much work needs to be done for the further
development of this construction method. However, the present
research has enabled us to identify which particular aspects war-
rant our immediate attention. Future work will focus on improving
the optimization procedure and tackling the challenges associated
with scaling up the construction method.
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